
Diagnostic of Weather Persistence
Trends, worse than expected
by Hoffmann et al. (Hydro-Climatic Risks)
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The Storyline

2017: Climate Dynamics / EMS2017 
Enhanced seasonal predictability of the summer mean temperature favored by
new dominant weather patterns

2019: Theoretical and Applied Climatology / DACH2018 
Identification of possible dynamical drivers for long-term changes in
temperature and rainfall patterns over Europe

2021: Nature Scientific Report / EGU2021 
Atmosphere similarity patterns show an increase of persistent weather
conditions connected to hydro-climatic risks

2021/2022: --- / EMS2021 
Learning of weather-type transitions for risk assessment 2



Phenomenology of   persistence
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Phenomenology of weather persistence
The guiding edges of our weather
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Phenomenology of weather persistence
Facts by using Climate Reanalyzer (ERA5)
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Phenomenology of weather persistence
Stagnation of critical circulation patterns favors heat waves and permanent rainfall
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Detection of weather persistence
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Detection of weather persistence
Comparing shape similarities of successive atmospheric fields

Structural Similarity Image 1 Image 2
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Detection of weather persistence
Spaghetti plots used to evaluate ensemble weather forecasts: one line one member

+24 hours forecast +144 hours forecast
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Detection of weather persistence
One line one day
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Detection of Weather Persistence
Geopotential Height 500 hPa (main variable to characterize weather patterns)

quasi geostrophic balance between pressure gradient and coriolis force (ERA5)
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Detection of weather persistence: The Setting

Structural image comparison of successive geopotential height fields in ERA5
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Detection of weather persistence
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) by Wang et al. (2004)

: images for comparison

: intensity (mean)

: contrast (standard deviation)

: structure (correlation)

: very low (stability)
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Detection of weather persistence
10 consecutive iso contours of Z500 / weather persistence index (WPI)

low WPI over Europe high WPI over Europe

Omega-like circulation patterns tend to high WPI!
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Trends of weather persistence
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Trends of weather persistence
WPI has increased from 1981-2019 in NH summer over Europe and Siberia.
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Trends of weather persistence
Variability of Cumulated WPI Anomalies over NH and Europe
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Anomalies of weather persistence
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Anomalies of weather persistence
Large positive WPI anomalies in summer 2010 over Siberia.
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Anomalies of weather persistence
WPI anomalies are predictors for heat and drought conditions: July2010/May2018
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Correlation of weather persistence
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Correlation of weather persistence
Persistent summers in Europe are hot and mostly dry summers.
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Correlation of weather persistence
Persistent summers in NH midlatitudes are mostly hot and dry but also wet.

Probability Density Functions
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Circulation patterns of weather persistence
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Circulation of weather persistence
Composite circulation patterns filtered by high and low WPI.

NAO  : hot/dry MENA                                                     NAO  : hot/dry North Atlantic+ −
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Performance of weather persistence trends
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Performance of weather persistence trends
mean: yes / trend: no
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Monitoring of weather persistence
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Monitoring of weather persistence
High and Low WPI anomalies over Europe in Summer 2021.

June 2021 July 2021

very hot June in Central Europe very wet July in Central Europe
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Further Applications
Ensemble reduction and scenario analysis

pre-selection of climate models by dynamical changes

uncertainty reduction by ensemble reduction
attribution studies (source of uncertainties)

further applications across seasons and across regions
Dataset: ERA5_WPI_1981-2019_daily

expand CMIP5/6 toolbox (Ch. Menz) by WPI
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Summary of weather persistence
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Summary of weather persistence

What is weather persistence? 
stagnating translation speed of high and low pressure systems

What is the consequence of weather persistence? 
the same weather conditions over days to weeks leading to extremes

How can be weather persistence detected? 
comparing regional patterns of successive atmospheric fields

Why weather persistence is increasing? 
differential warming is leading to changes in translation speed

Why climate models underestimate changes in WPI? 
free weather/climate simulations without data assimilation
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Weather persistence rarely occurs alone ☹

Thank you for listening ☺
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